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The initial models were of the four-door sedan body style, followed by the coupe, convertible,
wagon "Touring" and hatchback "Compact" body styles in later years. The E36 was the first 3
Series to be offered in a hatchback body style. It was also the first 3 Series to be available with a
six-speed manual transmission in the M3 , a five-speed automatic transmission and a
four-cylinder diesel engine. The multi-link rear suspension was also a significant upgrade as
compared to the previous generations of the 3 Series. All-wheel drive was not available for the
E36, unlike the previous E30 and successive E46 generations. The E36 was named in Car and
Driver magazine's 10Best list for every year it was on sale. Following the introduction of its
successor, the E46 3 Series in , the E36 began to be phased out and was eventually replaced in
Development of the E36 began in [3] and the exterior design was heavily influenced by
aerodynamics, specifically the overall wedge shape, headlight covers and smaller wing mirrors.
The production version of the E36 was launched in October , with press release in November
and market launch in early In , the BMW M52 engine replaced the M50TU, resulting in the i
model replacing the i and the addition of a new mid-range i model powered by a 2. In , the 3. In ,
its capacity was increased to 3. In , the tds model was released, which added an intercooler to
the M In , the tds model was introduced, powered by the four-cylinder BMW M41 turbocharged
and intercooled engine. All models are rear-wheel drive, since the E36 was not produced with
all-wheel drive unlike its predecessor and successor. The hatchback "Compact" models use a
rear semi-trailing arm suspension based on the older E30 3 Series design. This was done in
order to save space due to the truncated rear end of the hatchback. The Alpina B6 2. The 3
Series Compact range of three-door hatchback models were introduced in , based on a
shortened version of the E36 platform. The North American model range consisted of the
models listed below. The i models were powered by the BMW M42 engine, which was used in
the is model sold in other countries. Joachim Winkelhock competed in the British Touring Car
Championship with the i and i from to , winning the title in From Wikipedia, the free
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go to Since its incarnation, it has almost never failed to reach more than 90, units sold in the
United States alone, peaking in at , From the BMW i's debut in , it is already making waves in the
car industry in terms of overall performance. The vehicle uses a M10 engine, which usually
creates a maximum power of 89 hp. However, the company modified this by adding an
L-Jetronic fuel injection system, which made the pumping of fuel much more efficient and
optimized. This results in an increase of maximum horsepower to The BMW i has always been
in the spotlight in terms of recognition from numerous groups and award giving bodies. In fact,
for over 20 years since , the i, along with the whole 3 series, has always been part of the Car and
Driver magazine annual Ten Best list. This makes the car model one of the longest-staying
entries ever. One of the most important awards is the one from Grassroots Magazine, which
considers the car model one of the most important cars built in the last 25 years. An important
year for the BMW i was , where the car model was reintroduced with changes that brought itself
to the modern age. One of its obvious upgrades was its overall look. A new set of tail lights and
its front end remodeled made the car a great attraction, especially amongst those looking for a
company car. The other important upgrade of the BMW i was its new four-cylinder engine,
which added even more horsepower to the vehicle. Lastly, in , BMW added shifting paddles on
the i's steering wheel, which made changing gears much easier and smoother, since all it took
now is a simple press of a button. The BMW i is one of the most sought-after models from the
German car company. Companies usually use it as their company car, and as such it needs to
be in peak condition at all times. However, not all cars are perfect, the BMW i being one of them.
As such, problems sometimes do arise during the manufacturing process. If you are a person
who is highly considering buying this vehicle, then you should be wary of some of the common
problems it encountered during its lifespan:. A common problem for the BMW i, in particular the
models from the 90s, concerns its vehicle speed. There is a possibility that due to dirt, debris,
and even natural car vibration, the bushing on the cruise control and throttle cable could
suddenly crack. If this occurs, then the broken bushing might suddenly get caught, and the

throttle valve could stay open. This results in your vehicle having a much slower deceleration
rate and could throw you completely off your guard in estimating distances. Over , units were
recalled in and had a spring steel clip attached to the cable to prevent the bushing from being
removed. Another common problem the BMW i tends to have is related to its coolant system.
Sometimes, one of its components might break, be it the fan belt, thermostat, or water pump.
When this happens, the car might start to overheat without you noticing or worse, scalding-hot
coolant could leak out from the heater core, possibly harming you or anyone inside the vehicle.
To solve this, over , units were recalled in the year to install a new radiator cap to improve
overflow and pressure when temperatures get too high. Lastly, driver safety has been a concern
for a BMW i for a time, specifically the air bags. The contact ring locking tab could suddenly
break, which leads to the air bag not deploying if a car crash ever happens. In , 75, units were
recalled and had the locking tab replaced in order to prevent this kind of problem from
happening. It seems that I'm not the only one with overheating issues when it comes to BMW's
i. I have the '96 and it is still running well except for the fact that it overheats every couple of
weeks. What should I do? First, make sure that your radiator reservoir can contain ample
amount of coolant and is not leaking. Oftentimes, car owners complain about overheating,
saying that they've already made sure that the coolant has been refilled and yet their cars still
break down. The problem is, they've probably forgotten to check for leaks, which may come
from worn out hoses or the radiator itself. So aside from keeping tabs on the coolant refills,
make sure that you also check for leaks from time to time. Check up on your fans as well
because if they've stopped functioning then it won't matter whether your cooling system is in
great shape, your car is still going to overheat if the fans have stopped working. I've been using
my car a lot lately and the fuel consumption has already started to bother me. Any tips on how I
can save some gas money? How you drive and where you go affects your fuel economy big
time. So if you want to lower down your fuel costs, then the first thing that you have to do is to
be a responsible driver. You'd be surprised at how much fuel you're wasting whenever you
drive recklessly. If you're in a crowded street, then avoid trying to speed off as you would just
end up stepping on the brakes a couple of minutes later. My i got hit by an SUV last week, and
though my car didn't suffer much damage at all, it got a dent on the right side near the
passenger door. I'm really busy these days with work and don't have the time to get the dent
fixed. Do I really need to get it done right away? Dents could be tricky as they expose your car's
metallic body to harmful environmental factors that could trigger corrosion, especially if you're
living in an area near salt water. Since the dent has caused the paint to be removed then that
particular part of your car has already lost its protection against rust and has become
susceptible to being corroded. It's always best to fix a problem right away before it worsens and
complicates things. But if you can't really find the time to get your car fixed, then you'd better
apply a temporary solution in the form of a nail polish. Just pick the color closest to your car's,
then apply the nail polish over the dent to make up for the chipped-off paint. This way, the
exposed metallic part would have some sort of protection against corrosive substances. But
remember, this is only a temporary fix, get the dent taken care of properly once you get the
time. Following the successful run of the first-generation model launched in , BMW produced
the i and still continues to roll it out even after three decades. Bearing the same two-door form
as the first-generation E21, the i, which belongs to the second-generation E30, sported a 1. With
such specifications, the i had a decent speed that could reach 60 mph in While running on a
decent engine, the German coupe was improved aesthetically. Other style changes on the
coupe were the reshaped and repositioned headlights, the new orientation of the front-direction
indicators, and the wider, more durable matt-finished B-pillar. These technologies make the
BMW i driving experience safer and unmatched. But there are a whole lot of other features BMW
continues to offer like the electromechanical power steering, brake energy regeneration, and
auto start stop function that enhance drivability. The BMW i is also always connected on the go
with its connectivity features that can even transform a coupe into a mobile office. Clearly, BMW
equips its coupes with top-quality hi-tech features that stay up to date with the changes in
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